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First Class Trophy Taxidermy is an
Authorized Mount Medix Taxidermist
2 Year Guarantee
Your trophy mount, produced by First Class Trophy Taxidermy from 1st January 2022, is so effectively
treated against insect attack , that we give you 2 years guarantee that no damage from insect attack
will happen to your trophy mount. And that’s counts for all kind of trophy mounts: mammals, birds,
reptiles and amphibians. If, unexpectedly, damage from insect infestation should occur within 2 years
from the delivery date of the mount, the warranty will cover a repair damage or if a repair is not possible,
a full refund of the amount paid for the taxidermy work.
Lifetime protection & maintenance
After the end of the warranty period, we can offer you a Mount Medix solution for lifetime protection &
maintenance

New regulations – new solutions
In the "old days" Arsenic and Edolan U were very effective but highly toxic methods of insect prevention
in the taxidermy industry. These materials have been used for decades, but due to changes in
regulations, they are not legal to use in taxidermy anymore. But the need for prevention is still there,
and perhaps even stronger as we see a fast-growing insect problem due to global warming?
Normal insecticides and bug repellents are usually harmful to people, have a displeasing odour and
can leave stains on the hair. They are not recommended for taxidermy mounts.
During the production of your taxidermy mounts, we use the well-proven Mount Medix technology
that ensures that we deliver an insect-free taxidermy mount to you. The treatment is a combination

of several processes and products following the guidelines from the world’s leading
specialist in insect protection and - extermination in the taxidermy industry.

Horns & Antlers
need professional
treatment and a
lot of experience.
One of the biggest challenges for many antelope horns is to perform an effective treatment against
insect infestations.

Horn & Antler “bath” with Mount Medix Pre Soak
We give all horns and antlers a “bath” in a Mount Medix Pre Soak solution. In many cases, there will be
some tissue in the horn cavity that will be odorous and also attract bugs, especially dermistids.
A 48-hour soak will help remove the bad odour and kill any insect that might be present.
For the species with “boss” there can be large cavities under the boss. These cavities must be
completely cleaned of cartilage and keratin so that insect larvae do not "enjoy" themselves in there
and suddenly appear as crawling and flying insects with a subsequent risk that they will start to eat
the skin or/and eat the keratin in the hair roots with the consequence that the hairs start to fall off the
skin and leave hairless spots.
We also do injection/rinse to numerous of other
species where the horns can come off the
inner-horn, like, Sable, Kudu, Oryx, Ibex etc. For
some species, like Buffalo, we seal all gaps
surrounding the horn and skull with a material like
epoxy or body filler. After this material hardens, we
drill very small holes into the horn cavity and inject
the Mount Saver Hoof and Horn into the cavity.
The Hoof and Horn are formulated to penetrate
the tissue that may be present and prevent insect
damage.
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After injection, the hole is permanently closed with
epoxy and painted in natural colour. After airbrush
painting the “surgical procedure” is invisible
Especially the Muskox boss has a complicated structure with myriads of hollow “pockets”, where
insect-larvae can live on the remaining cartilage and protein. Our treatment, including the injection of
Mount Medix Horn & Hoof, will keep this free of insects / larvae.

Injection of

Mount Medix Saver
Horn & Hoof with

extremely potent
natural insecticide
As with the horn cavities, removing all
soft tissue from a hoof and feet can be
impossible. A small application of Mount
Saver Hoof and Horn (injection) can
prevent future insect damage.

The mount and skin are insect-proofed through
a 3-Step process.
This is the first step in the Mount Medix long-term taxidermy insect protection
program. The Mount Saver Glue Additive is mixed into the glue, which adheres
the skin onto the mannequin - deep inside insect protection. The adhesive will
encapsulate the Mount Medix active, creating a time-released mechanism for
bug prevention.
The Mount Medix Pre Soak additive is mixed into the water that is used to rinse
the skin before mounting. Ensures an “all-through-skin” protection.
For bird taxidermy, we use the
Mount Saver Powder.
Formulated to replace BORAX (partly
or full). We coat the bird skin with this
powder before mounting and this will
provide maximum insect proofing in
bird mounts.

All mounts and tanned skins get a treatment with “Mount Protector”. This product contains high-quality
hair and hide conditioners to protect the mount, siliconized oils for easy dusting and no residue formation,
plus it contains the Mount Medix active insect ingredient to keep mounts from being damaged by moths
and dermistids.

Insect Protection for the

base / habitat

To protect habitats/bases made of natural habitat materials like moss or grasses we use the Mount
Saver Powder. The Powder is sprinkled onto the habitat materials, and we tap lightly to remove the
excess powder.

Anti-fade treatment
Besides the anti-insect treatment, all mounts and dry tanned skins (flat skins) can be treated by us with
Mount Medix’s “Taxidermy Fade Protector”. It will prevent the colour-fade or yellowing that occurs with
all mounts as they age and are exposed to natural and artificial light. Since colour change is a relatively
slow and irreversible process, most people don't realize it's occurring until it’s too late.

Maintenance program with life-time protection
In addition to the treatment that your taxidermy
mount undergoes in the production process, we
also offer our customers a Mount Medix maintenance program where you, with an “easy-to-do”
annually (or semi-annual) treatment, can maintain
your taxidermy mount in perfect condition and
prevent insect / bug attack throughout its lifetime.
You can buy the Mount Medix products on-line for
follow-up / maintenance treatment. The products
are available from stock in USA and in Europe.
Read more and buy Mount Medix products here:
USA: http://mountmedix.com
Europe: http://mountmedix.eu

Our clients reveive a certificate
“Insect-proofedTaxidermy Mount”
When you receive the finished taxidermy mount from First Class Trophy Taxidermy, you will receive an
official signed certificate as your confirmation that the mount(s) have been treated with the full 3-Step
Mount Medix insect-protection.
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